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Wisselwerking STATE – MINORITIES (p. 364) 

 
• Tariq Modood 2014: A living national identity is a 

work in progress, a conversation between where we 
are coming from and where we are going. The past is 
central to the sense of nationhood today, we have to 
be able to see it as our past, as how it has formed us, 
but equally we must appreciate the country we are 
becoming. It is a story in which the white or ethnic 
majority is central but it is a developing story, and 
one in which new minorities too are characters and 
not just replicas of the majority or mere ‘add-ons’. 



Multicultural nationalism 

• Liberal nationalism (Kymlicka, Tamir, Miller) 

 

• Quebecan interculturalism (Bouchard, Taylor) 

 

 

 

Is there more than a terminological difference? 



Multicultural nationalism in Flanders 

• Combination model 

 

• Multicultural and civic integration policy 
instruments.  

 

• Citizenship trajectories are multicultural 
measures.  

• Etnisch-culturele minderheden 

 



Shift away in the discourse… 



Integration – subjective identification 

• Newcomers and their children try to identify 
with the guest society 

 

And 

 

• The guest society should be open to accept 
newcomers and their children as full members  



2 discourses 

• Our way of life is under pressure due to 
immigration, islam, diversity, globalisation  

– !! Tyranny of the minorities, #soumission 

 

• Diversity is under pressure due to the success 
of extreme right and populists.  

– !! Tyranny of the majority who is afraid and angry 

 



Our mother’s day under pressure 

“Hebben we integratie dan echt helemaal 
opgegeven? Dit is geen uiting van respect. Wel 
van lafheid.” (@Zu_Demir) 11 mei 2017 

 

Honderden dreigmails voor school die 
moederdagcadeaus afschaft 
• Brussel, Sint-Lambrechts-Woluwe, 15/05/2017 - 14:19, Belga © Bruzz 

 

 

https://twitter.com/Zu_Demir/status/862760205502828545
https://twitter.com/Zu_Demir/status/862760205502828545
https://twitter.com/Zu_Demir/status/862760205502828545
https://twitter.com/Zu_Demir/status/862760205502828545


Human rights and 
diversity under 

pressure  

 

Eva Brems (DS 22.06.17) nav 
ontslag Rachida Lamrabet 
door Unia 
 



 







 



 



Flanders is more and more in need of a good 
constructive and reasonable discourse which 
combines the two elements of multicultural 
nationalism. 

 

Multiculturalism and social cohesion 

Reasonable accommodation and a shared 
national identity 

Diversity and mix, encounter, interculturalism 



• Thank you! 


